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About This Content

A sniper is a marksman who operates alone, in a pair, or with a sniper team, to maintain close visual contact with the enemy and
shoot them from concealed positions or distances exceeding their detection capabilities. They generally have specialized training

and use high-precision rifles and optics, and often feed information back to their units or military bases.

During the interbellum, most nations dropped their specialized sniper units, notably the Germans. Effectiveness and dangers of
snipers once again came to the fore during the Spanish Civil War. The only nation that had specially trained sniper units during
the 1930s was the Soviet Union. Soviet snipers were trained in their skills as marksmen, in using the terrain to hide themselves
from the enemy and the ability to work alongside regular forces. This made the Soviet sniper training focus more on "normal"

combat situations than those of other nations.

Snipers reappeared as important factors on the battlefield from the first campaign of World War II. During Germany's 1940
campaigns, it appeared that lone, well-hidden French and British snipers could halt the German advance for a significant amount

of time.
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Can I get my 4 dollars back?
I want to keep the game but that price reduction gives me sadd that i paid full price :(
will change when monet return ;). pretty good game. I got the soundtrack as aprt of the Complete Edition Bundle, and I am not
disappointed in the slightest.. Turn based strategy with rock, paper, scissors type units. There are 3 scenarios total, a skirmish
mode, and it has multiplayer. The story is poorly written, and the writers didn't bother to even bother to spellcheck "thier" work.

The AI is very terrible in both the scenarios and the skirmish mode. Game is very easy on skirmish mode and at least the first 2
out of 3 scenarios (didn't bother to play the last one).

The steam trading cards did drop very quickly. If you have a friend willing to play this as well, it would probably be an easy
game to 100% achievements on. I haven't tried the multiplayer, but the multiplayer achievements didn't look tough.. Can we get
The Risers at Evo?. An astonishing exercise in frustration.

I bought this game because I thought it might be exactly the sort of mobile-style fairly simple puzzle game that can distract my
young niece when she wants to play on my fancy computer when I have to watch her. Of course, before letting the kid play
something, I test it myself, and I found this game too infuriating to play to think my niece would have any fun with it.

This is a game that looks on the surface like a "Puzzle Bobble" clone, but it introduces a very, VERY dubious physics system
that can cause tiny taps to marbles (I mean "pearls") to make a marble either go nowhere or fly wildly off the edge of the screen
at a million miles an hour. You match and eliminate marbles when they "touch", but marbles can easily come to rest a pixel
away from one another and not "touch", only to have the next marble you drop to try to finish off a connection send the middle
marble hurtling away at mach 2, throwing a differently-colored marble in its place.

Worse, the game tries to be clever by making differntly-shaped boards that basically mean you have to blindly drop marbles
down twisting chutes and hope that they come out anywhere near where you wanted, based, again, on that awful physics system.

This is made worse by the fact that the marker for where a marble will drop is much narrower than the marble, so I'm constantly
having marbles bounce off of map tiles that I swear have larger hit boxes than they appear to have, making the game an even
more random crapshoot than it already was.

That would all be forgivable if the game's level-clearing system actually took its mechanics in mind, but the game demands you
clear away all marbles on a board to progress... and then introduces unmatchable marbles that require special powerups to
clear... and then makes it so you can only have a limited number of those powerups (including only 1 treasure powerup)... and
doesn't even make those powerups (which eliminate random marbles) actually eliminate the unmatchable pieces by default,
making some boards essentially unwinnable by anything but luck.

Aren't puzzle games supposed to be... you know, puzzles? Like, where thought and planning are involved in winning, not just
randomly punching a button and hoping for dumb luck to save the day?. This is easily the weakest of the SF + Lost Hirozon
games. Ironically, playing this games demo was what made me buy them in the first place, as I really enjoyed the point and click
puzzle solving.

There are many complaints I have about this game as I felt very dissapointed compared to the first two. They really took away
the good things about the earlier games and tried to drag out this short and unoriginal story the easiest way possible.

The mini-games in this game are tedious and boring. One of these include trying to steer a vehicle that is barely responsive due
to the awkward stop-and-go animation. The vehicle has to navigate an area where a single missclick sends it rushing the wrong
way and sometimes it's hard to tell how to make it go the direction you want to. The area you use the vehicle is very dark and
not always easy to tell where the vehicle can stand.

The second being a random duel where the enemy is drastically overpowered, forcing you to waste time on repairing your own
unit. Nothing you do is anywhere near effective as the enemy. The second problem being that attacking and defending is
completely random. There is no pattern you can follow, you just click some buttons, hope for the best, then waste some minutes
on repairing and going through Nina's whiny dialogue. And what baring on the plot does this duel have? None! It's never
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mentioned again and quite frankly, the game could have advanced without it.

The story was a huge mess. What I liked about Nina is that you could relate to her because she's just like anyone else. She
doesn't have superpowers. She is not some overdramatic contribution to the plot. All she did in the other games were trying to
uncover the truth.
In this game, that changes completely. Nina has too much involvement on the plot making her seem like a supernatural creature.
It takes away a lot of her character. A big part of the game doesn't even take place in reality, she ends up in some form of dream-
reality state where, for whatever reason, she can dream about the past and find out facts which helps her in the present day. It's
just very over the top.

The story is also very short. I ended this game at half the time I spent on the two first games. The game also stalls you at several
points in the game. At one point, Nina has to find out where a person goes and the only way she can do so, is using various items
to keep up. If she discovers he got lost, she gets teleported back to the very beginning and you have to run all the way back
before you can continue. You can't bypass this either, even if you are standing at the very location you want to continue, Nina
have to be teleported back to the start after "realizing" she needs to do something else. So you run all the way back there, she
completes one step, realizes she has to do something more and gets teleported all the way back again. And you have to do this
about five times in a row. Why oh why can't you simply start in the room before? She needs to do nothing in the previous rooms
except run through them. So you are just wasting your time by running back there. And if that wasn't frustrating enough, it is
very easy to figure out where to go next. So you spend half a minute in the actual room, but you spend almost five minutes
runing back to work on your progress.

As for the puzzle solving, I thought that the rooms and clues were too confined. You usually have only 2-3 rooms to work with,
as well as only a few items to use. The last part of the game was so easy that I was surprised the game ended so quickly. In the
last 5 rooms of the game, I don't recall using more than 2-3 items per room. This is a huge letdown compared to the first game
where you were controlling two different characters, using many different items throughout a whole building.

Appearently this game has several different endings. And I ended up with the worst possible outcome. The ending also starts
very abruptly. Kind of like watching some generic princess story, where the prince says "I will resque her!" and then the credits
roll, with an announcement that the prince decided to go on a new adventure after rescuing the princess. So the question would
obviously be, what happened when he resqued her? Why didn't he stay with her or the happily ever after stuff?
Obviously a huge chunk of dialogue and plot development goes missing with such a timeskip. I was left scratching my head as to
why things ended the way they did, as that wasn't the implication given just before the credits started rolling. And it literally
bummed me out that I had wasted so much time on this plot only do be given a "Whatever" type of ending.

What can I say that is good about the game? Well... the graphics are still nice. Many well done cutscenes and some of the
scenarios in the game were fun to solve. I'd actually say that the demo showed the better parts of the game, then it goes downhill
after that. The demo had some great puzzle solving and also a lot of tension, which I missed in the game.

This isn't a game I would recommend, unless you find it on sale for very cheap. It's fine to play through once, but I don't look
forward to doing it anytime soon. The first game is superior in a lot of ways to this.. Still doesn't work on certain computers
after a really long time after release. Come on dev's, your game looks good but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Okay, so since I'd
seen from previous reviews that the dragons would be expensive, I'd started my park with a lot more funds than I usually
would've. I didn't require a tutorial because I'd played all the other expansions, and I've gotten to tenth generation Fire Dragons
so far. I guess I find this more interesting than other users because I've always been more focused on breeding than doing
Missions.
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Buy to pledge great respect to motherland and tower above the normal\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Bought it on sale and had a
lot of fun, loved the cuscenes and the characters, driving and shooting mechanics are good too, but it does get repetitive, you are
just doing the same type of mission, but somehow it managed to entertain me till the end of the story, i won't lie i had a great
time but also felt bad of how good the game could have been with a little bit more development time.

7.5\/10. Signal Relay : Ambiguous

Emergency Repairs : Not bad. But it is also not useful.

High Explosive Anti-Tank (HEAT) Shells : Perfect, This is all of the commanders

Panzer Commander : Very useful

Veteran Panzer IV Ausf J. Battle Group : Trash, um... just trash... late appearance, poor performance. Rather Select a Panther.. I
wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.. Fun game with realistic relationships.
Most characters exhibit growth, and don't do stupid stuff.
Lots of stories out there, the characters are plot-stupid. They do stupid things simply because the plot calls for it.

If someone does something stupid in this game, it's usually because the character is that juvenile, or that incompetent.
Medium intelligent characters behave the way real people do, and smart characters behave as I would expect a smarter person
to.

Love it, lots of fun.. learn the pattern
ok game... Not bad.

This game claims to be inspired by 'Monument Valley', but it's difficult to say that it is like M.V. It's easier to say that it kinda
rips off M.V. in many ways, but with much less 'Escher'. There are a few unique ideas, but most folks will be marching right
through the puzzles in no time, with very few hangups. My play time of 1.3 hours included beating it plus folding 3 loads of
laundry.

Is it worth the 2 bucks? I think so. Is it spectacular? No, it's 2 bucks.
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